
People’s Food Plan forum reports 
 
Emerald, Victoria, October 20 2012 
 
15 people attended and participated in this dotmocracy process. They were from all walks of life. 
 
Q1: Principles for a PFP. There was unanimous strong agreement for: 
 
• independent food education – start with kids as pre-schoolers, then move to home and living, through 

magazines, TV programs, internet; 
• people’s right to nutrient dense foods that are toxin-free and grown in biologically enriched soils – need 

a Bill of Rights; 
• water rights, controls and security - in the interests of sustainable agriculture and the national interest – 

supports farmers and shoppers owning food production;  
• scale back food wastage; 
• creating strong local networks for food and living, involving growers, educators, distributors, processors 

and shoppers; 
 
There was strong and mild agreement on principles for: 
 
• practical education from school kitchens and gardens, to wider community, re sources of food and food 

security, so people know what affects them; 
• learning to distrust corporations by grass roots community education – reveal past disasters and money 

motivation - teach about corporate spin; 
• linking the People’s Food Plan to population health – be a model for other countries – organic food is 

health insurance; 
• promoting, supporting and facilitating “growing your own” and community sharing; 
• government policy review of fair market competition, to disallow the Coles/Woolworths retail duopoly; 
• government legislation against plastic packaging, especially the single use bag; 
• state enforced rural/urban boundaries to protect arable land, reflected in rates and taxes; 
• better deals for all farmers – locally and overseas – that could discourage GM and chemical use if 

farmers got more support to farm sustainably; 
• promoting and empowering sustainable farming, fishing and forestry. Governments also need stronger 

controls on the use of the label “organic”; 
• empowering and supporting small-scale farmers and local producers to self-market produce through 

farmers markets etc. to cut out middle-men; 
• more web-based futures-style trading to support small, local food producers – food miles; 
• preparedness and self-sufficiency skills and capacity for times of crisis and disasters; 
• compulsory labelling of all foods that contain GM and palm oil. 
 
Q2: Goals of a PFP. There was unanimous strong agreement for: 
 
• programs within all schools to educate about diet, agriculture, water security and sustainability 

principles, by 2016; 
• civic planners to reserve communal spaces for food growing and communal use, within 5 years, to help 

food security and affordability for all; 
• allocate community spaces for farmers markets to encourage seasonal food eating and reduce food 

miles, within 3-5 years; 
• support, maintain and protect arable land catchments, especially from suburban sprawl, with a 

moratorium on the sale of prime agricultural land for housing, etc. - asap; 
• protect Australia’s ability to feed itself – including during disaster/war/etc. – diversity and self-sufficiency 

are less destructible; 
 
There was strong and mild agreement for programs to achieve: 
 
• water security through greater community ownership and incentives/disincentives to reduce land, water 

and air pollution; 



• community seed banks to protect local heirloom varieties against corporate ownership; 
• optimum water usage with improved farming techniques – 5 year plan; 
• moratoria on the sale of arable land to overseas investors – asap; 
• transparent fee trade negotiations, including public participation - immediately; 
• obesity and malnutrition reduction by half over the next decade; 
• curbs on fast and junk-food promotion; 
• improved soils, organically, especially close to cities through large-scale composting; 
• policy-making frameworks with food, environment, social and economic security priorities; 
• the promotion and implementation of sustainable, regenerative, farming – maybe legislate; 
• community-based self-sufficiency goals, within a year, to create change in a generation. 
 
Q3: Actions for a PFP. There was unanimous strong agreement for: 
 
• all levels of government must incorporate the PFP into their policy and planning; 
• educate children and families about healthy and sustainable farming and good nutrition; 
• Australia’s organic certifiers to lobby governments, to protect the definition and use of the word 

“organic” for farmers; 
• penalise the use of toxins, all pollution and carbon production; 
 
There was strong and mild agreement for actions to: 
 
• empower people to decide on the shape and priorities of food plans, not corporations; 
• investigate the terms of reference of legal entities such as the Victorian Civil and Administrative 

Appeals Tribunal (VCAT) for their planning and other decisions; 
• legislate at all levels of government to encourage an improved mix of land uses, with arable land and 

environments getting a higher priority than profits; 
• encourage farming with incentives; 
• price junk food appropriately and restrict its advertising; 
• transmit all the ideas at a grass roots level, to spread them through family and friends; 
• introduce “food security assessment” into policy formulation processes; 
• ensure corporate responsibility, especially laws that make polluters pay up front for clean up costs – in 

addition to carbon price. 
 
There was minimal disagreement among participants although they differed somewhat on some proposals 
in the areas of: live animal exports; government subsidies for farmers; raising food prices to benefit 
producers; compulsory community gardens; more stringent controls on junk food marketing; and GM crops. 
 



 
Carlton, Victoria, October 21 2012 
 
20 people attended and participated in this dotmocracy process. We spoke more about the 3-phase 
process in advance and elicited more written comments on all proposals before and when they were voted 
on. Overall it appears to have produced more nuanced results than the day before. 
 
Q1: Principles for a PFP. There was unanimous strong agreement for: 
 
• crops that are environmentally sustainable – creating space for future food production and supporting 

nutrient rich soils – more resilient to climate change; 
• sustainable land use and farming systems - eco-agriculture with biodiversity and biocontrol of pests and 

diseases. Chemical and seed companies, and governments, will oppose; 
 
There was strong and mild agreement on principles for: 
 
• regional and local food security – may mean lack of food diversity but people ought to adapt and not 

rely on fresh foods that are out of season; 
• participatory decision-making and deliberative democracy – empowerment for local communities and 

change processes – confidence builder – ensures minority needs are met – know your neighbours 
through local food networks – threatens state institutions and profit-makers; 

• honest, legible labels - essential to satisfy people’s right to know and be educated about food (esp. 
GMOs) – but broader education is also needed – apps may assist info access; 

• food that supports good health leads - to longer lives and lower health care costs – food production 
benefits mental health too – but not if you’re a cash-strapped farmer; 

• conserver systems of food production and distribution – minimise wasted outputs of any kind – 
separate food from other waste streams – education key – profit creates incentive to waste – some 
foods may need to be withdrawn from the market to satisfy this principle; 

• change of current modes of food production inevitable - input depletion and climates change require 
planning to prepare well and survive in adaptable, flexible and resilient communities; 

• support new relocalisation, farming, production and distribution systems – needs government support 
for R&D, training, economic and ecological management; 

• urban agriculture – fun and individual re-connection, fairness, community, resilience, environment 
awareness, with less reliance on governments and corporations – but pollution a problem; 

• access for all to food without fear of hunger – enables the best choices to improve our food system 
together – but learning to make do is also a good quality; 

• inclusiveness for all - only take knowledge by giving autonomy and control, especially to indigenous 
and rural communities; 

• indigenous communities to advise about land use for food – appropriate and sensitive land and soil use 
including true caring for country, sovereignty and history of dispossession acknowledged; 

• grow what is needed for good health – all have a say over local, self-sufficient, nutritious diet – need to 
balance individual/institutional and accepted science; 

• ban GM crops and foods – protect organic and biodynamic farms from GM contamination and ensure 
labelling of all foods made using GM techniques – but, how to shut the gate issue; 

 
Q2: Goals of a PFP. There was no unanimous strong agreement here. 
 
There was strong agreement and mild agreement, for programs to achieve: 
 
• sustainable agricultural practices to regenerate soils and sustainably use water in the food system, over 

the next 15 years – need markers, measures and reporting on achievements towards the long term 
vision to counter agribusiness spin that sustainable agriculture is less productive – and keep some land 
exclusively for nature conservation; 

• all building permits to require space and sun for a home garden, or within 500 metres of home - 20 
square metres min. per dwelling and min. 5 hours sun per day – but not everyone can or wants to grow 
food, units, high rise, etc. 



• restructure food distribution system by supporting local networks, infrastructure and channels – 
challenge the retail duopoly through peer-to-peer networks, strengthen local communities and work, 
decrease food miles CO2, reduce and reuse packaging – but needs to be self-supporting; 

• create community land trusts – ensure enough fruit, veg and grains are produced here for the state 
population through diverse farming systems, land mapping and engaging farmers  – within 5 years –– 
but some things can’t be grown within the state and needs interstate trade; 

• education programs on food production and health – stop blaming individuals, rebuild connections to 
good food – community controlled not state/industry brainwashing; 

• permaculture and agroecology training, and school veg gardens in all high schools by 2020 – 
compulsory, from kinder, broad sustainability focus, local and community focus; 

• fair conditions for all workers – exploitation through union/employer negotiations, income parity in rural 
communities, fair prices for food so people value it more and don’t waste – blame Fair Work Australia 
not unions and is there really an equity problem; 

• healthy food index - large food labels and objective information for school projects – vexed food issues 
to be fairly treated – community not government or corporate generated perspectives; 

• one free food swap per 500 people (weekly/monthly?) in urban areas by 2014 – people in control of 
communities to improve confidence in food security and enjoyment of all aspects of food management 
and awareness – must not be enforced and must be a community initiative; 

• comprehensive national food labelling - with truth and open/transparent rules so everyone knows 
exactly want they are buying, especially for those with food intolerances and allergies e.g. simple traffic 
lights. 

 
Q3: Actions for a PFP. There was no unanimous strong agreement on actions. 
 
There was strong agreement and agreement, for actions to take: 
 
• grow food with your neighbours – build resilient communities, share knowledge and info, have fun, 

good for many reasons beyond just the food; 
• establish agro-ecology in school curricula from primary through high school to build skills, knowledge 

and awareness (but also encourage it outside the school system) – starting life with good habits, 
healthy kids and healthy future; 

• occupy and make a community food forest in vacant land in each suburb – achievable, accessible and 
hard for opponents to stop, localises food and control over own lives, interest and buzz, helps maintain 
access to land which could be taken away; 

• link, share and network good accessible information, ideas and education, to learn from each other e.g. 
how corporations are controlling food production – better info about what to feed our families, protection 
form ads and spin doctors; 

 
There was broad general agreement on actions to take: 
 
• information centre for everything related to food, from plough to plate – online and available from 

libraries and council offices; 
• community dinners with sustainable foods – a centre of sharing and good fun for all. 
 
Divided opinions in Carlton: 
 
Q1. There was also some disagreement and confusion on proposed principles: 
 
• adequate and sustainable returns on resources – high value adding and conserve water;  
• landcare farming parks – value productive land, indigenous land rights, no CSG, finance for community 

purchase - but who has rights, who will caretake, landcare is for all land; 
• diversity in every sector of the food system – assist alternative systems and visions – but also needs to 

achieve justice and equity for all and you can’t please everyone; 
• measures and markers of food insecurity and mechanisms for keeping local food in Australia – ensure 

food not exported when Aussies need it – what mechanisms and WTO rules. 
 
 
 



Q2. There was also some disagreement and confusion on proposed goals: 
 
• national food self-sufficiency – no need for imports and large food miles – but already deficient in 

vegetables though a net exporter of food, needs to be more local than national as Australia is the size 
of Europe and the USA, has to be profitable or imports are better; 

• R&D budgets to focus on agroecology and natural systems to increase yield i.e. crop rotations, nitrogen 
fixing legumes, soil building, biodiversity and crop diversity – but already exists in permaculture etc. and 
all methodologies must be developed for optimum results; 

• whole system information on primary products, showing water, fertiliser and land usage per tonne of 
output, and $ per tonne generated – to realise optimum income for Australian farmers and inform 
shoppers of food’s environmental footprint – but hard to make objective comparisons and markets are 
changing values of inputs and outputs constantly; 

• urban agriculture, with community gardens and all public lands available e.g. nature strips, parks, 
railway land – reclaims land for common purpose, community ownership and management, 
encourages community involvement, local council maps of designated land, use private land that is 
vacant long term too – but not all areas suitable, especially if polluted, environment and open space 
also required, safety and management issues; 

• fair and humane treatment of all animals in food production by phasing out of confinement and 
intensive production, and moving to free range systems, within 5 years – judge a society by how they 
treat pigs – but animal production should decrease and all become vegetarians; 

• equitable access to affordable, nutritious and truthfully labelled foods for all by 2020 – quality foods not 
only for the middle class – but local communities can decide, already available but not always chosen, 
who decides what is nutritious and acceptable; 

• assured returns for farmers, from less meat production, that enables them to stay in agriculture, in 10 
years – assistance that would not conflict with WTO rules, food is essential so should be separate from 
profit – but isn’t this just a subsidy in disguise, should be whole supply chain not only farmers, no 
agreement on less meat; 

• a scheme to assist farmers when crops/fruit fail to get to market by using volunteers or unemployed, to 
avoid waste or divert to other uses, by 2014 – city to help farmers with cheap labour – but, already 
happening maybe, mustn’t use unemployed as a ‘resource’, better systems of 
local/voluntary/community supported agriculture preferable, fails to address systemic reasons for farm 
failures. 

 
Q2. There was also some disagreement and confusion on proposed actions: 
 
• identify ways that each of us can improve the sustainability of our own personal food systems, and 

make it fun so others model these methods – celebrate real food, match your lifestyle and abilities with 
you values, keep well-informed to know what is and is not sustainable; 

• union membership drives in agricultural industries – increased economic stability for rural workers and 
communities, and some parity with cities – problems for small farmers to pay union rates; 

• fair prices to farmers and help to market produce, with the fair rewards available in other industries – 
the role of government or community unclear, get support by people really knowing where food comes 
from; 

• a national award for all rural workers – end rural exploitation – already exists under AWU awards, Joe 
Ludwig is a member and his father is Qld State Secretary; 

• encourage farmer co-ops to increase rural bargaining power – link with urban co-ops of shoppers – but 
he history of co-ops is that they are not sustainable, often go broke, or are corporatised then privatised; 

• training for farmers to transition to eco-sustainable farming systems through local training opportunities 
– innovative farmers giving demonstrations and collaborative teaching, farm tours – TAFEs being 
closed counters this opportunity. 

 
The dotmocracy process worked well, with all participants having maximum opportunity to engage in small 
group discussions, and then own, explain and support their own personal top priority. See: 
http://dotmocracy.org/  
 
Reports by Bob Phelps info@geneethics.org  1300 133 868 


